SDMC Meeting Minutes

Tuesday, 10/29/2019 @ 5:00 p.m.

1. Review of cycle 1 failure rate
   - 44% failing 1 class
   - 24% failing more than 1 class
   - Let’s break this number down to see how many are electives and how many are core classes.
   - This cycle was not the full three weeks; possible impact on grades

2. Student Planner
   - Contents of the planner
   - Going through the planner during students elective class

3. Attendance Goals
   - We would like to be at 93%
   - How can we get there & stay there
   - Keeping track of students that are physically on campus
   - Teacher/Staff accuracy
   - Incentives for students

4. Window Options
   - Privacy Screen for safety on the front doors with the crest – voted and agreed on
   - Privacy screen for safety reasons on the front windows – voted and not agreed on

Attendees: Dr. Phillips II, R. Castillo, CDR Johnson, J. Charles, L. Gibbs, V. Branch